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   My first professional experience as a lawyer was performed within 

CS1 LEGAL MANAGEMENT, Marc Campus CEO. I cherish this 6 month internship on profes-

sional level as well as for human relationships I developed with them. Indeed I was able to 

incorporate a company with a true entrepreneurial spirit. Right away I realized it, and also 

as I was allowed to work on international issues. 

 

Beyond the legal work, I learned to know Marc Campus and his wife, Marie. I have found 

that this entrepreneurial spirit was not simply applied to the employees’ management, but 

it was the genuine conduct of TEXAS RIDING LINE Co business. Very fine analytical ability, 

great knowledge of the equestrian field and obvious dedication are the specifics of Marc 

Campus' way of doing business and of his Equestrian Equipment Design: A Quest of Excel-

lence at each and all levels. 

  

A VISION... 

Speaking about Marc Campus, it is, first of all, speaking about Leadership skill, high end 

business philosophy and advanced mechanical ingenuity applied to equipment for equine 

athletes. Over the years, this vista and anticipation empowers the style of equipment de-

sign. Design and High Tech being the key words representative of the equestrian products' 

line. 

  

INNOVATION at every step: aesthetic , technical... 

Innovation is the second key point of Marc Campus' work. A glance at the concepts re-

vealed the innovative technology of the offered products. Each equipment is thoughtfully 

designed to provide its most optimal use from the careful choice of the selected materials 

to the maximum performance of the product. 

  

The “PIONEER SPIRIT ”... 

The connection may seem trivial for French people, but it's where stands the business logic 

of Marc Campus: Pioneer in his field to create and conquer new markets. The career path 

of Marc Campus scores it perfectly. His pragmatic spirit and strength of character have en-

abled him to engage into great ventures and programs in France, Italy, the United States 

of America, Canada, Morocco, or Palestine. 
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